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Nick Mordin: Winning Without Thinking 
 
What follows are my notes from Nick Mordin’s excellent book, ‘Winning Without Thinking’, 
which was first published in 2002. I’ve presented these notes in bullet point form and have 
tried to group them into relevant categories. My aim is to offer something of interest to read 
that may well inspire your own thinking when approaching the greatest of games.  
 
I read this book a few years ago but thought it was time for a refresher. For a variety of 
reasons my approach to racing on the blog has become stale, predictable and at times, 
questionable. The break from the daily grind has done me good, as has reading this book 
again – there’s plenty of food for thought. Although this book was first published 18 years 
ago the ideas are still relevant. I’ve still much pondering to do as to how I shape my content 
moving forwards, but I hope you find the following as interesting and insightful as I did. It’s 
become apparent that down-time from day to day racing is vital,– as well as allowing you to 
attack racing ‘fresh’, down-time also gives you the opportunity to think about how you 
approach racing, what you do, and why. Well, it has for me anyway. Now is the perfect 
opportunity to reflect and plan for the future - it was about time I did. Hopefully some of 
what follows may inspire you to even greater punting success.  
 
With that in mind, you can find my Nick Mordin notes below…  
 
 
Against The Crowd  
 

• The importance of contrarian thinking – focus on horses underestimated by other 
punters. Must go against the crowd.  

• It never pays to follow the same kind of thinking as the crowd. The only way to get 
value is to oppose the thinking of the general betting public, when you find a logical 
reason to do so. Know something mass of punters do not.  

• Whenever betting public makes an assumption that seems blindingly obvious, 
they’re likely to over-emphasise its effects/or be downright wrong  

• Pro Punters: they focus on factors not in wider domain  

• Pro Punters: They want to get the FAV beaten – focus on races with bad favs.  

• Pointless to base bets on same sort of analysis as other punters, as will come up with 
the same bets = no value 

• Think counter-intuitively  

• It never pays to follow the same kind of thinking as the crowd. The only way to get 
value is to oppose the thinking of the general betting public, when you find a logical 
reason to do so. Know something mass of punters do not.  

• Whenever betting public makes an assumption that seems blindingly obvious, 
they’re likely to over-emphasise its effects/or be downright wrong  

• Develop your own source of information/research and focus on races most people 
ignore  

• ‘If you attempt to use the same tools as the rest of the punters, to pick winners of 
the same races they’re interested in, you’re doomed to failure’  

• Where is your edge?  
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General Points/Ideas 
 

• Negative stats more useful than positive stats, especially for championship races  

• Focus on trainers ‘out of form’  
o Especially big yards – bad runs could just be bad luck  
o BUT smaller yards can go ‘under the radar’ when ‘hot’  

• The Punter: Aims to find a horse who best fits the likely character of a particular race 

• Trainer: Aims to find a race that fits the character of the horse  

• Note ‘key races’ that produce future winners – inc certain maiden races on the Flat.  

• Do not over-think or over interpret form 
o Hong Kong betting syndicates – their computers do not over interpret form / 

lose confidence after a losing run/ doesn’t get carried away after winners/ 
just keep crunching the numbers in the same way, day after day 

• But, don’t be clever and always avoid the obvious – some winners are too obvious 
but that doesn’t mean we shouldn’t bet them.  

o Don’t just search for the Kudos for taking on top of the market, esp when 
obvious.  

• We are unfairly biased towards big name jockeys and trainers – unsporting and 
unprofitable  

• Absorb external events and impact – and/or changes in racing  

• The value of colts is not enhanced if they prove too much stamina  
o Fillies – the reverse is true given the widespread (unfounded) belief stamina 

comes from the dam  

• Illogical ideas – ponder – can be logical – importance of upside-down thinking  

• Flip straight forward logic on his head – always ask the question/try to flip  

• ‘back for next 3 runs’ (if have an idea/horse to follow/system qualifier etc – 
depending on system)  

• Media Hype (TV/Newspapers) 
o Market influenced by reports  
o Pay attention to non-newsworthy race types/horses  

 
The Horse  

• Looking for horses suited by course / distance / going  

• Good horses get injured/bleed more frequently because they try the hardest  
o A ‘top trainer’ (unnamed) – distrusted horses who passed vet with flying 

colours – completely sound horses could be slow  
o Horses that have had leg problems – won’t want quick ground, and may now 

prefer flatter tracks  

• Show of early speed can be a positive indicator of improved form – but they may go 
too quick too soon this time – track them.  

• Small field vs big field horses 

• A horse running too many ‘big figures’ in a short space of time may burn out and can 
be opposed  

• It’s unusual for a horse to show the same level of form in successive races – when 
they do, sit up and take note.  

• Read the formbook comments to understand pace of the race.  
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Draw 
 

• Follow horses who run well when poorly drawn  

• Follow horses who make all/run well from front when it’s usually impossible to do so  
o Follow them, even winners 

• Where is the effect of the draw most extreme?  

• Nonsense that winners come from where the pace is, in big field sprints. Draw and 
track bias far more important  

• When analysing draw biases, ignore/separate out soft/heavy, which can flip any 
draw bias. Ignore Maiden/2YO only races 

• Study the draw/course for the classy big field sprint handicaps  
 
 
Class 
 

• ‘Duels’ – looking at those races when front two well clear  
o Horses winning having ‘duelled’, from some way out/fighting off others 
o These types could be classy/worth following  

• The higher up the class scale you go the more ‘rigid’ the profile requirements are for 
winning such races – whereas you can win a lesser class race by outclassing.  

• You have to analyse races differently depending on the class of competitors  
o At lower class you’re looking for a clear edge in ability  
o In Top class races- you want the fittest horse best suited to today’s 

conditions- course, distance, going – it’s hard to ‘outclass’ oppo in such races 
as all of similar ability, generally speaking  

o The edge for such horses in top races –  
▪ 1. Better suited to conditions  
▪ 2. Trained with big race in mind  

• Horses running in Pattern Class for first time… some need time to adjust as not used 
to the pace in these races – they’re quite the step up esp from handicaps or maidens  

o This is more of an issue if horse had has had 6+ runs (flat) previously  
o The idea of ‘seasoning’ – many horses can only adjust to a gradual increase in 

class of oppo  
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Systems/Research Ideas   
 

• Watch races/results –  odd results > peak interest> research  

• Applied Research rather than Blue Skies is best – should have an idea worth testing 
first, then research it  

• Use the market to filter ideas – if opposing the fav in any system, how does second 
fav etc perform?  

• If a negative performance pattern, then flip to a positive to find an angle  

• Spot a cherished/established idea in wider racing world, and challenge it  

• Statistics are only as reliable as my interpretation 
o Reports on the past are not a prediction of the future  
o Why do the stats go one way and not the other? You have to answer this.  
o Make educated guess about the factors you’re testing  

• Most profitable systems exploit a sudden change in pattern of results and the 
inability to most punters to adjust to it  

o Take any changes to racing rules as a starting point  

• Statistically significant results are bad / unproven speculation is good  

• Idea: Look at Newmarket Bias angles 
o Horses running at Newmarket tracks not trained in Newmarket – use market 

as a guide in analysis / maiden races etc  
o Ie a ‘non Newmarket trained’ Fav in a maiden race must be decent  
o Lambourn based horses underrated at Newmarket  

• Human failings: prejudice / ignorance / laziness/ greed/ lack of discernment/ 
overreaction / conservatism  

o Focus on betting systems that exploit these failings  
 
Going 
 

• If soft/heavy – stamina obviously comes to the fore  

• Note easy winners in heavy, and follow, especially if in big races  

• And follow those who win carrying a big weight in heavy/soft 

• The idea that ‘reserve energy’ is used to carry weight – there’s no reserve energy 
when a bog  

• Bigger weights can do better at tracks with tight turns – can only go so quick around 
tight bends  

• Jumps are more competitive on soft+, as more good horses run  
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When to Bet   
 

• You need to know the reasons why you’re betting  

• Bet what you know  

• Are you opposing the FAV or horse X because they are slower than your horse or 
because they’re not suited to conditions? 

o 2 different approaches can affect your approach .. 
o Ie if you’re opposing because you ‘think’ they’re slower, maybe think of an 

insurance bet, inc backing fav and forecasts etc  
o If you think Fav/horse X won’t handle conditions, then ponder exotic bets 

with others in race- forecasts/tricasts etc  

• Bet as if your analysis will be reflected in the result  

• Important to know the strength of your opinion  

• Avoiding losers is important  

• Always listen to that little voice in your head – the subconscious mind knows more 
than the conscious mind can hold  

 
* 
 
Where to research ideas?  
 
For those of you who may be inspired by some of the ideas above to get researching angles, 
there’s a couple of sites that I use (neither is free but both have free/low cost trials). With no 
daily racing to get stuck into this is the perfect time to get researching….  
 

- Horse Race Base: Free Trial Here>>> 
- Geegeez Gold (which includes their excellent Query tool): 30 Day Trial HERE>>> 

 
 
 
 
 

https://www.horseracebase.com/subscribe.php
http://www.horseracingexperts.co.uk/affiliates/idevaffiliate.php?id=148_9_1_13

